
Some might say her alcohol consumption was too much, but more intelligent individuals, like 

scientists, say Snooki withheld a perfect moderation to make her unbelievably fun.  

 

 

One such Hollywood Hero of Lifetime Achievement cam claim such a diverse roster, the 

beloved Harrison Ford, who, I’m sorry to say, has passed away yesterday when his space shuttle 

crashed into the moon resulting from an accident that occurred during a film shoot, depriving the 

world of an actor unmatched by any of his time and will be sorely missed on a national scale for 

his unequalled impact on our lives through his expansive movie career.  

 

 

The movies worldwide success turned him into a superstar overnight.  

 

 

 

Neil Patrick Harris was well known for his humor and many roles, from teen doctor: Doogie 

Howser M.D., to wild and promiscuous ruffian in: Harold and Kumar go to White Castle; Harris 

was also a renowned broadway performer co-starring in smash plays such as: Sweeny Todd, 

Cabaret, and Proof. 

 

 

Ironically enough this was the same road Mr. King had been stricken down on by a car almost 

twenty years ago in 1999. Back then King was hit by a van and waited several minutes for help 

to arrive.  

 

 

The owner of the car was none other than 88 year old Tucker Fields. Who claims he never saw 

King on the shoulder of the road.  

 

 

In the end King was propelled several feet in the air until he struck the ground and broke his 

neck.  

 

 

I’m disturbed yet morbitity entertained to find breaking news. // Americas Beloved germ phobic 

passed away at Richmond Mental Hospital (Located in Richmond Virginia the latest “celab” 

“fab” spot for drug addition and the famous celebrity mental break down).  

 

 

Though He has been in treatment most of his life and over the last several years has become 

prominently better Howie still suffers from his conditions.  

 

 



Born January 23, 1974, comedian/actress Kat Williams dedicated his life to making others laugh. 

Being a comedian was one passion that he took extremely seriously. He was a miniature stunt 

man that appeared to be naturally humorous.  

 

 

His death was honored by millions and will never be forgotten-his passions for making the 

impossible become possible.  

 

 

He donated his own clothes and encouraged his peers to involve themselves with the 

communities suffering from being homeless, on drugs, or just plain old poor.  

 

 

While getting ready, I flipped on the TV, it was headlines new. Ke$ha was DEAD! The twenty-

eight year old, pop star, Kesha Rose Sebert, died on April 26, 2015. Her and her band mates 

were at the FIlmore doing their normal routine procedures, when awaiting for Ke$ha to come out 

of her room, someone went to look for her, and found her dead on the bathroom floor, with a 

vodka martini glass lying right next to her, and a huge lump in her through. She was so drunk she 

forgets that the olive was in her drink and she choked to death on it.   

 

 

 

The Award winning actress Angelina Jolie, whom has an Academy award, two screen actors 

Guild awards, Three Golden Globe awards, and was named Hollywood’s highest paid actress by 

Forbes magazine in 2009 and 2011 respectably. She has also been sighted as the world most 

beautiful woman a title for which she has received substantial media attention.  

 

 

After his 1rd season on “Jersey Shore”, where Sorrentino was given his name “The Situation”, 

Mike began doing many things to get his name out in the public and he knew just how to do that; 

the abs.  

 

 

The show gained negative notoriety very quickly for how ridiculous the cast members acted.  

 

 

His research and advances in the skin industry were becoming quite transparent. He was making 

a change to help others, and hopefully changing some perception on him as well.  

 

 

It was his forty-three year anniversary of performing at the luxor hotel. Deciding that it would be 

a good idea to through a celebration party in his private suite. He invites over some friends 

including Luxor magician Criss Angel and former gangster rapper Flavor Flav.  

 

 



It was nearing two o’clock in the morning, my wife had gone back to our room, I started to talk 

with Rafal about the numerous paintings of Paris Hilton through the hotel, half smirking and 

drunkenly talking about her film One Night in Paris.Rafal wasn’t amused, he informed me that 

Paris had owned a beach house near the Hotel and frequently visited the restaurant, and was a 

friend of Rafal.  

 

 

It only seemed like it was years ago when Justin released his newest album; “Buy This Album 

Cause I Made It.” Of course, it was a top-selling album and made it to the top of the charts. It 

made Bieber fans from all over rush to stores to purchase it, with their parent’s money, because 

usually 12 year olds don’t have jobs.  

 

 

Bieber’s voice was mistaken for a women’s voice for years.  

 

 

A local rose farmer was the one pushing the wooden cart full of the death flowers around the 

venue site.  

 

 

All I could picture was this buck naked crazy man driving his Porsche with a loaded .357 

Magnum and packs of cocaine and heroin at his disposal. His life played out like a slow moving 

train wreak but that’s expected after all he did embrace the big screen at the tender age of five.  

 

 

She taught herself gourmet cooking by training herself from Julia Childs mastering the art of 

French cooking.  

 

 

Martha went to Wall Street to see her initial price of her company. Her stocks shot up to ten 

million a share, leaving Martha a $1.2 billionaire.  


